
The Other Side 

A playlet by Kyle Carter 

WAITER: (m/f) A waiter with a good idea?  

PHIL: (m) A geezer on date night  

PAULA: (f) The geezer’s wife  

CASANDRA: (f) A posh woman being frugal  

ALEX: (m/f) Posho’s partner.  

CHEF: (m/f) an off stage chef  

 

Setting - A restaurant of two halves.  

 

The waiter stands in the centre of the stage.  

 

WAITER: I had a fantastic idea to get more customers. Two restaurants in one! One part styled for 

the low income bracket. The other aiming at the high earners. Same food, same prices, segregated 

seating. Actually, that sounds a bit ‘you know’, but I’m here now and I open in under a minute, so I’ll 

see how it goes tonight!  

 

The waiter walks to a costume and picks it up.  

 

WAITER: The different classes will expect a different look. Oh, I’ve thought of everything!  

 

The bell rings on the low income side (on the left). The waiter gets changed into the low income 

waiter costume. PHIL and PAULA walk in.  

 

PHIL: This place is brand spankers. Is it fancy enough for you?  

 

PAULA: (mutters) It better not be too expensive.  

 

PHIL: First time in ages without the kids, we deserve it!  

 

PAULA: Don’t get the expensive dish. PHIL We’ll just get the special.  

 

Waiter walks to the left section.  

 

WAITER: Hello sir, madam, is this table okay?  

 

PHIL: Yeah, thank you.  

 

The waiter pulls out their chairs, lets them sit down and then hands them the menus.  

 

PHIL: Thanks.  

 

The higher income bell goes off. The waiter heads back to the middle and gets changed. CASANDRA 

and ALEX walk in.  

 

CASANDRA: This looks like it will do for a mid-week munch.  



ALEX: It does looks rather nice.  

 

CASANDRA: You know nothing Alex, as ever. This is a middleclass approximation of what they 

believe appeals to us.  

 

ALEX: If you say so dear.  

 

CASANDRA: I do say so.  

 

Waiter walks into the right section.  

 

CASANDRA: We’ll be sitting there.  

 

WAITER: Of course, madam.  

 

Casandra holds out her coat to an oblivious waiter. The waiter places menus on the table and adjusts 

the salt pot.  

 

CASANDRA: (slight cough) My coat.  

 

The waiter turns.  

 

WAITER: Oh yes, of course!  

 

Casandra scowls but then sits down. The waiter goes to leave. Casandra nudges Alex. Alex wakes up.  

 

ALEX: Uh, excuse me!  

 

Waiter turns.  

 

ALEX: Could we get some water please, my wife is terribly parched.  

 

WAITER: Of course.  

 

Waiter heads into the middle.  

 

PHIL: Waiter, oi, waiter!  

 

Waiter gets changed as quick as they can. They then head to the left section.  

 

WAITER: Yes sir?  

 

PHIL: Could we get some water. And two glasses of wine?  

 

WAITER: Of course sir, which wine?  

 

PHIL: The cheapest one— 

 



Phil gets nudged by Paula  

 

PAULA: It’s date night.  

 

PHIL: Okay... let’s have the second cheapest— 

 

Phil gets nudged again.  

 

PHIL: (reluctantly) The second most expensive one.  

 

PAULA: Oooo! My Phil!  

 

Paula hugs Phil. He is grumpy but then appreciates the hug. Waiter leaves back to the middle.  

 

CASANDRA: Waiter, waiter!  

 

WAITER: Oh, the water!  

 

Waiter gets changed again, then fills up a jug of tap water. The waiter walks out to the right side.  

 

WAITER: I’m sorry about the wait, here’s your tap water.  

 

The waiter puts the jug down on the table. Casandra angrily stares at the tap water. Alex scoots their 

seat away.  

 

CASANDRA: Tap! TAP! How dare you sully our table with tap! Bring us some spring water--from a 

glass bottle!  

 

WAITER: Certainly madam.  

 

The waiter steps out the back, makes a glugging noise and then returns with the same tap water.  

 

WAITER: Spring water... from a glass bottle.  

 

CASANDRA: Excellent, what region?  

 

WAITER: (blurts out) The Alps.  

 

CASANDRA: Where?  

 

WAITER: (stalling) Where in the Alps?  

 

CASANDRA: (frustrated) Yes. Where in the Alps?  

 

The waiter pauses. Alex pours out two glasses.  

 

WAITER: It didn’t specify.  

 



CASANDRA: (suspicious) That is a shame.  

 

WAITER: Yes, yes it is.  

 

Alex takes a sip.  

 

ALEX: Vienna, I think.  

 

Casandra takes a sip.  

 

CASANDRA: I think you’re correct.  

 

WAITER: Yes, the cold tap...estry  company, that’s the brand.  

 

ALEX: You can really taste the mountain freshness.  

 

WAITER: (under their breath) ‘Course you can...  

 

CASANDRA: Pardon?  

 

WAITER: (upbeat) ‘Course you can!  

 

The waiter heads back to the middle. Gets changed. Heads back out to the left with an another water 

jug.  

 

WAITER: Here is your water, bottled, spring, glass.  

 

PHIL: Bottled?  

 

WAITER: Yes sir.  

 

PHIL: Bottled!?  

 

WAITER: That’s what I said.  

 

PHIL: I suppose you expect us to pay more for that. Bring us tap!  

 

WAITER: Yes sir.  

 

PHIL: And that better not be on the bill.  

 

WAITER: I wouldn’t dream of it sir.  

 

Waiter goes back to the middle, makes tap noises and then comes back out with the same water.  

 

WAITER: There you are. Are we ready to order?  

 

PHIL: Ready darlin’?  



PAULA: I’d love the steak pie.  

 

PHIL: Two pies it is, with some tommy T. And it comes with mushy peas and chips?  

 

The waiter nods.  

 

PHIL: We’ll have two of those thanks.  

 

Waiter goes back to the middle.  

 

ALEX: Waiter, waiter!  

 

The waiter hurriedly gets changed.  

 

WAITER: Chef, two steak pies with chips, mushy peas and tomato sauce.  

 

CHEF: (O.S.) Righty O’  

 

Waiter heads to the right.  

 

WAITER: Everything alright?  

 

ALEX: We know what we want to order.  

 

CASANDRA: First, two glasses of wine please.  

 

WAITER: Of course madam, which wine?  

 

CASANDRA: From the most expensive obviously.  

 

Alex nudges Casandra.  

 

ALEX: They always overprice the most expensive one.  

 

CASANDRA: Ah yes. Your second most expensive one please.  

 

WAITER: Of course, Madam. To accompany?  

 

ALEX: Two deconstructed ‘Tart au steak’ with ‘frites epaisses’, ‘puree de pois’ and ‘sauce tomate’.  

 

WAITER: An excellent choice.  

 

The waiter heads back into the middle.  

 

WAITER: Chef, two steak pies with chips, mushy peas and tomato sauce.  

 

CHEF: (O.S.) Coming right up.  

 



PHIL: Waiter, waiter!  

 

Waiter gets changed, finds the wine, pours two glasses and heads left.  

 

WAITER: (out of breath) Your wine sir.  

 

PHIL: I was about to ask. 

 

The Waiter makes a forced smile. They head back to the middle, pour two glasses of wine and then 

head out to the right. (The waiter has forgotten to change.)  

 

WAITER: Your wine.  

 

Casandra forces a smile. Alex notices the different outfit.  

 

ALEX: Are you wearing something different?  

 

The waiter pauses.  

 

WAITER: (slowly) No...  

 

ALEX: Yes you are!  

 

CASANDRA: It doesn't matter darling.  

 

ALEX: Are you attempting to trick us?  

 

CASANDRA: Why would they do that Alex?  

 

WAITER: Yes, why would I do that?  

 

ALEX: I don’t know their motives... yet.  

 

WAITER: Your dinner will be with you momentarily.  

 

The Waiter goes to the middle. They then sigh and take a breath.  

 

CHEF: Four steak pies, with chips, mushy peas, and tomato sauce to serve.  

 

The Waiter looks at them and then sighs.  

 

WAITER: Two of them are supposed to be deconstructed.  

 

CHEF: I’m sure you can manage that.  

 

The waiter glances at a shoe on the food caddy and then uses the heel to splat two of the pies.  

 

PHIL: Waiter, waiter!  



 

Phil gets up and is by the door. The waiter hesitantly moves toward Phil.  

 

PHIL: Where are our bloody pies!  

 

WAITER: On their way sir.  

 

The waiter picks up two pies without looking. One normal, one ‘deconstructed’. The waiter moves to 

the left and places down the pies.  

 

CASANDRA: Waiter, waiter!  

 

The waiter hesitantly enters the right.  

 

WAITER: Your dinner will be right with you madam.  

 

CASANDRA: It’s not that, my beloved won’t shut up about your clothing.  

 

WAITER: I’m flattered.  

 

CASANDRA: You have changed! You even have odd shoes on! I want to speak to your manager.  

 

WAITER: Of course madam, I’ll go and get them...  

 

The waiter heads to the middle and sighs. They wipe sweat from their brow and take a deep breath.  

 

PHIL: Waiter, waiter!  

 

The waiter heads to the left.  

 

WAITER: Yes... sir...  

 

PHIL: Why does my wife’s pie have a shoe print on it?  

 

WAITER: Oh... OH! It’s deconstructed!  

 

PHIL: I’ll deconstruct you!  

 

PAULA: Be careful Phil, It’s a right pain to wash blood out of that suit.  

 

Phil reins in his anger.  

 

PHIL: I want. To speak. To the owner of this gaff. Where is he?  

 

WAITER: I... I.  

 

The Waiter squints and pauses.  

 



WAITER: She... is right this way... sir.  

 

The Waiter leads Phil to the middle. Then the Waiter brings Cassandra to the middle. The two of 

them stare at each other. Both of them look as angry as each other.  

 

CASANDRA: Do you think there has been a good service this evening?  

 

PHIL: No. It’s been a disgrace.  

 

CASANDRA Yes, quite. The service has been appalling.  

 

PHIL: Effin’ awful love.  

 

They both look pleased like they have won.  

 

CASANDRA: It’s an honourable thing for you to admit that.  

 

PHIL: Thank you, and you ain’t such a bad guv.  

 

CASANDRA: You do this establishment a great service.  

 

PHIL: To think, at one point I weren’t going to pay.  

 

Phil points at the Waiter. The Waiter waits opened mouthed for the madness to fall apart.  

 

CASANDRA: Oh no, do pay, but I don’t think they deserve a tip.  

 

PHIL: Definitely not a tip.  

 

Casandra nods.  

 

CASANDRA: And your attitude this evening hasn’t soured my fancy at another attempt to patronise 

this establishment.  

 

PHIL: (confused but nodding) Yeah.  

 

The waiter moves between them.  

 

WAITER: There, and everyone’s happy? All sorted.  

 

Casandra and Phil nod.  

 

WAITER: And, of course, I’m sure a twenty percent discount can be arranged.  

 

CASANDRA: Very generous.  

 

PHIL: I’d of ordered more.  

 



Casandra squints, but before she can say anything, the waiter encourages them both back to their 

seats. They join their partners. The waiter takes a ‘normal’ pie to the left table, smiles and takes the 

deconstructed pie away. The waiter picks up the other deconstructed pie and takes it out to the right. 

They then head back to the middle looking exhausted. The two couples eat their meals.  

 

PAULA: Is everything sorted love?  

 

PHIL: Yes, and we get twenty percent off, due to my fantastic bargaining.  

 

PAULA: Oh, my Phil!  

 

PHIL: You know what, the waiter’s a knob but the manager ain’t half bad for a toff.  

 

ALEX: So why was the waiter in a different uniform?  

 

CASANDRA: Oh forget about that Alex, I managed to negotiate a twenty percent discount.  

 

ALEX: Oh darling, well done.  

 

CASANDRA: Yes, quite. The waiter is abhorrent but the proprietor is very reasonable for a pleb.  

 

The waiter finally relaxes.  

 

WAITER: At least I’ll get paid...  

 

CASANDRA: Waiter, waiter!  

 

PHIL: Oi, waiter, waiter.  

 

The waiter groans loudly.  

 

THE END 


